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a" = V^l-iw'^/m nv for »fcO, where C is any contour enclosing the interval -1 ^ x ^ 1, on and within which f(z) is regular. When f(z) is an integral function, the contour C can be displaced freely in the complex plane, provided only that it never crosses the branch points ±1. This suggests the use of the method of steepest descents in order to estimate o" , where the contour is deformed to pass through the saddle points of the integrand (see, for example, [4] ). If the integrand is written as exp \p(z),we find that a suit-able portion of the integral passing through a saddle point (where ^'(f ) = 0) is asymptotically equal to If it is possible to choose the contour C so that the contribution of the remainder of the integral is negligible when n is large, then we have
for large n, or a sum of such expressions if the contour passes through several saddle points. This is the required asymptotic formula. For the purposes of this formula, it is not necessary to solve equation (6 ) exactly. A sufficiently good approximation to f is obtained, for large n, if we omit the first term of the right-hand side of equation (6) and solve the simpler equation (9) V(f2-D^ =n.
In the next section, we shall illustrate the method by considering the functions exp (kx) and erf (/ex).
3. Two Examples. Let us considf/ first the function exp (kx), where k > 0. We assume that n is large compared with k. From equation (9) we have f = V(l + n2/k2), and from (7), /(f) ~ k2/n for n/k large. With this value of "(f )> equation (4) gives immediately that a = i. Finally, /(f) = exp(V(k2 + n2)), and (f+ V(f2 -D)n = k-n(n + V(n + k2))n.
We choose, as our contour C, a circle with centre at the origin and of radius f. Then equation (8) gives (10) an ~ /l/Q) kn(n + Vin2 + k2))~n exp (V(n + k2)).
If k3/n is small, then on using Stirling's formula, this simplifies to (H) a» ~7^me 2n-1n! For our second example, we consider the function erf (kx) = (2/y/(w))-Jo* e-'2 dt. We find that there are now two saddle points at f = ±ip, where p is very nearly the positive solution of the equation (12) pV(p2+ 1) = n/2k2. This is obtained from equation (9), and using the relation that (13) e^£ ««,dí^¿+¿+... for large x.
Let us consider first the point fi = +ip. Writing p = sinh ß, equation (12) gives (14) sinh 2ß = n/k2, and from equations (7), (13) and (14) we obtain /(fi)-2fc2(l + tanh20).
Furthermore, and fi +V(fi2-1) = *'exp(0),
A similar result is found for on(2>, but with i" 1 written in place of 1/t" \ Combining the two results we find, when n is odd ( =2m + 1 ),
where
When n is even ( =2m), a2m = 0. Equation (16) may be simplified if we assume that 2m + 1 is large compared with k2, to give
e"*2/2. The asymptotic values of a2m+i as given by equation ( 16), and the actual values as given by Clenshaw [5] , for k = 4, are shown in Table 1 for m = 0(7)28. The relative error is less than 0.3% for all m.
4. Laplace Transform; Expansion in Tn*(x). We now turn to our second problem, the determination of the coefficients in the Chebyshev series expansion of a function, given its Laplace transform/(p).
As a preliminary step we consider the expansion of f(x) in a series of shifted Chebyshev polynomials Tn*(x), 
where /" denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order n. Substituting equations (18) and (21) into (20), and equating coefficients, we have at once that (22) AB = -. lim f epl2In(p/2)f(p) dp for n ^ 0. / <t>(p) dp As an example, consider/(x) = e*2* for which/(p) = (p -fc2)-1. Theorem 1 gives immediately that An = 2ekV2In(k2/2).
If we write x = £2, then, since Tn*{£) = Tin(í), we obtain (25) e^ = 2Z'ekll2In(k2/2)T2n(t), valid for -1 á { á 1.
In the next section we shall consider the more interesting problem of expansions in series of ordinary Chebyshev polynomials T"(x).
Laplace Transform; Expansion in Tn(x)
. To obtain a formula analogous to equation (22) for the coefficients an defined in equation (1), we note that the inversion integral in equation (20) (29) h(x) = ¡A, lim C ' epxh(p) dp, (30) /2(_x) = -i-Jim ep%(p)dp,
I
where c\, c2 are chosen so that all singularities of /¿(p), i = 1, 2, are to the left of the vertical line through c<. ¡ Writing x for -x and replacing p by -p in equation (30) we have, for x < 0, (31) /2(x) = -i-Jim epxU-p) dp. 
o" = AlinJ / In(p)fiip) dp + /»(p)/2(-p) dp}, irl ß~x yJc1-iß J-c2-iß j where Up) = £{/(x)} and/2(p) = £{/(-*)}.
In the next section we shall illustrate the evaluation of these line integrals by means of a few examples.
6. Examples. A simple illustration is given by considering the function f(x) = eax where a > 0. Then/^p) = l/(p -a) and J2(p) = -l/(p -a). The constants Ci, c2 have to be chosen so that C\ > a and c2 < a. Equation (34) gives (35) an = -. lim { C " + f ~ ") î^ÈL dp.
The integrand tends to 0 when ß -> ± °° in p = c + iß, c2 < c < Ci. Hence, by the theorem of residues, a" = 2i»(a), as required. A rather more interesting example is given by the function/(x) = (l/x)Ji(kx) which has been tabulated by Clenshaw [5] Neither Up) nor/2( -p) has singularities and we can choose Ci = c% = 0. Equation When n is odd, this gives an = 0 and, when n is even ( -2m), we find «-= ^fr1 f JMe-"^ dy (43) ky/Tf Jo = 2(-l)me-*2/27m(fc72), using the result given in [6] , p. 394. Finally, we can proceed in an exactly analogous way for the function erf (kx).
Then, UP) = (l/p)e?"*[l -erf ip/2k)].
Since erf (kx) is an odd function, Up) = -Up) and U-P) = (l/p)ep2/4*2[l + erf (p/2fc)].
Proceeding as for e * * , we find (44) oB = llim f hm^i*» dp.
TTt ß->m J-iß p
Writing p = iy, we find (45) an = 2(~1)""1 f ÍM e-«""> dy. 
